
46 litre rectangular recycler fingerprint-proof brushed stainless

steel

Neatly sort trash and recycling all in
one integrated can. Our fingerprint-
proof rectangular recycler has two
color-coded buckets, as well as an
internal hinge for a flush fit against
the wall. Our patented lid shox®
technology controls the motion of the
lid for a slow, silent close.

strong steel pedal: Our strong steel
pedal is engineered to last over
150,000 steps — that's more than 20
steps a day for 20 years.

silent close lid: Our patented lid
shox® technology controls the motion
of the lid for a slow, silent close.

recycling solution: This durable, dual-
bin system makes it easy to separate
trash and recyclables (blue bucket is
16L; black bucket is 30L).

fingerprint-proof: Fingerprint-proof
finish resists smudges to keep stainless
steel shiny.

internal hinge: Internal hinge allows
you to place this can right up against
the wall.

hide excess bag: Bag tuck® opening
tucks away excess bag so it stays
neatly out of sight.

stay-open lid: The lid stays open for
as long as you like — perfect for longer
chores.

built-in wheels: Built-in wheels make
the can easy to move.

sturdy, non-skid base: Non-skid base
has rubber pads that are gentle on
floors and keep the can steady.

custom fit liners: Our liners are
tailored to perfectly fit our cans so they
don't slip and the bag stays completely
hidden when the lid is closed.

can size
 

30 Liters
7.93 Gallons

product (W.D.H.) 19.8 x 12.8 x 25.7

box dimensions 21.4 x 14.3 x 27.4

MC box 21.4 x 14.3 x 27.4

(inches)

product (W.D.H.) 50.3 x 32.5 x 65.3

box dimensions 54.4 x 36.3 x 69.6

MC box 54.4 x 36.3 x 69.6

(cm)

weight w/pkg 22 lbs.

MC quantity 1

MC weight 22 lbs.

MC cube 4.9 ft.3

sizes and dimensions

finish/color/lid Brushed

sku # CW1830

upc# 838810006826

liner model H, V

skus


